
Add Punctuation. Also think about where new paragraphs should be added. 

people around the world like jeans they look good and feel good where did jeans come 

from the history of jeans begins in the 1850s one man from Germany owned a store in 

California he sold pants to men looking for gold at that time lots of people moved to 

California they wanted to find gold the work was hard they broke lots of rocks and moved 

lots of water they needed strong pants 

the man from Germany made good pants people liked them because they lasted a long 

time and did not cost a lot of money in the 1860s he made some changes he made them 

from blue denim later he made them stronger he used a special pin that did not break 

today we call them Levis jeans the man from Germany was Levis Strauss 

people around the world saw jeans in American films in the 1930s the people in cowboy 

films wore jeans lots of people started to know about jeans in the 1950s young people 

liked to wear them older people did not like jeans some schools did not let students come 

in if they were wearing jeans today people of all ages wear jeans when they work, study 

and play and it's all thanks to a man from Germany who made pants 150 years ago 

 

  



People around the world like jeans. They look good and feel good. Where did jeans come 

from? The history of jeans begins in the 1850s. 

One man from Germany owned a store in California. He sold pants to men looking for 

gold. At that time, lots of people moved to California. They wanted to find gold. The work 

was hard. They broke lots of rocks and moved lots of water. They needed strong pants. 

The man from Germany made good pants. People liked them because they lasted a long 

time and did not cost a lot of money. 

In the 1860s, he made some changes. He made them from blue denim. Later, he made 

them stronger. He used a special pin that did not break. 

Today, we call them Levis jeans. The man from Germany was Levis Strauss. 

People around the world saw jeans in American films. In the 1930s, the people in cowboy 

films wore jeans. Lots of people started to know about jeans. 

In the 1950s, young people liked to wear them. Older people did not like jeans. Some 

schools did not let students come in if they were wearing jeans. 

Today, people of all ages wear jeans when they work, study and play. And it's all thanks to 

a man from Germany who made pants 150 years ago. 

 

 


